SOFTLINE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ZYGOS AML

ADDRESSED TO:

CYPRUS BAR ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
OUR STORY.
IT IS A LONG ONE.

Softline Computer Systems was founded in 1996 with the aim to provide software solutions across all industries. Through the years we developed all kinds of customized solutions for vertical markets thus helping businesses of all kinds gain competitive advantage in their field. However, one solution was meant to be an industry facilitator and the enabler which has helped law firms of all sizes thrive in this highly competitive market.

Zygos is a Legal Practice Management Solution which helps lawyers, paralegals and legal secretaries manage their everyday tasks, check the status of their cases and see billable hours for each case, a specific attorney or the whole firm. It offers a wide range of features for every type of legal practice, which were developed by our team and are getting adjusted and improved on a regular basis. Our team consists of highly technical people who will use their engineering mind and their aggregate experience of more than 50 years, to help you modernize your legal practice, become more efficient, increase productivity and organize all your firm’s info under one roof. We urge all CYBAR members to carefully read through this proposal and contact us for a free demo.

“WITH OVER 50 YEARS OF AGGREGATE EXPERIENCE ZYGOS’ TEAM MAKES THE PERFECT PARTNER TO HELP YOUR LAW FIRM THRIVE”
Zygos AML evolves with regulations.

Zygos Legal Practice Management software has been serving more than 130 law firms for over 20 years. Its latest update created a modern software package, which can provide a solution that is suited for every law firm no matter the size or the type of their legal practice. From Corporate and commercial to litigation and special courts, Zygos offers a solution which is well suited to give you all the benefits of the one-software-does-it-all practice. Coupled with a powerful document management system, a unique time tracking system and a dynamic billing feature.

Zygos’ AML module is the perfect solution for the Compliance Department of every law firm. It will help it comply to the latest AMLDbs, all CyBar directives and stay on top of the administrative burden imposed by these latest developments. With document expiration notifications and custom document checklists, automatic contact assessments and customized risk clarifications and dynamic reporting, Zygos AML provides a complete component to accommodate the growing administration needs of compliance departments around the island.

Basic Zygos AML features.

Assess
- Unlimited automatic entity assessments based on the risk-based approach

Customize
- Every compliance dept is different. Create your own parameters and represent your questionnaires electronically

Manage Documents
- Dates of expiration, re-evaluation intervals and automatic email notifications out of the box

Report
- Generate all the necessary reports in order to comply with CyBar regulations and keep track of your exposure

Organize
- Compliance department organizational structure, internal reports, even training logs help you keep track.

Overview
- Overload of information becomes manageable through our AML Officer dashboard
Pricing

Zygos is offered through a new pricing scheme which focuses on the continuous development of our product and services rather than making firms invest a large amount in order to purchase our solution. Zygos is offered as a service based on monthly bills, requiring no initial investments both in money and infrastructure.

No Upfront Fees

€15 per user / per month

No Hidden Costs

Questions?
We’ll put you on the right path.

Ask about Zygos’ pricing, implementation, or anything else — our highly trained reps are standing by, ready to help.

CONTACT

Address
Softline Compute Systems
14 Spyrou Kyprianou Ave.
3070, Limassol

Phone & Fax
Phone: +357 25750550
Fax: +357 25750202

Online
Email: info@softline.com.cy
Web: www.getzygos.com
www.softline.com.cy
www.appilaw.com